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Abstract

In-premise marketing is commonly used to promote foods that are high in fat, sugar or salt. In order to inform development of public policy in this area, this systematic review sought to determine the quantity and quality of English-language evidence which examines the role and impact of in-premise advertising (e.g., signage, posters) and positional promotions (e.g., checkout displays) on consumer behaviour and diet-related outcomes in retail, out-of-home (i.e., cafés, restaurants, takeaways) and online purchasing environments. Sixty-two studies met inclusion criteria, of which 69% (n=42) were identified as being methodologically weak. The best-available evidence constitutes findings from four methodologically strong studies, and ten moderate studies which are not confounded by additional promotions such as price or availability. These studies predominantly found evidence that in-premise marketing is likely to be successful in influencing consumer behaviour towards targeted items, across retail and out-of-home settings. These findings provide a basis for authorities to consider acting to restrict in-premise marketing of unhealthy foods and encouraging the in-premise marketing of healthier products. This review identified gaps in the evidence available on non-sales outcomes, and on online purchase environments. These gaps, and identified methodological limitations of the extant evidence remain to be addressed by future research.
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Abbreviations

HFSS - (foods) high in fat, sugar or salt

PRISMA - Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses

SWiM - Synthesis Without Meta-analysis

BMI - body mass index (kg/m²)

EPHPP - Effective Public Health Practice Project

UK - United Kingdom

GRADE - Grading of Recommendations, Assessment, Development and Evaluation

Introduction

The World Health Organisation’s 2004 global strategy on diet, physical activity and health¹ identified marketing within the food environment as one of the main determinants of food choice and dietary habits. This strategy recommended that national governments and the private sector act to implement responsible marketing practices of foods that are high in fat, sugar or salt (HFSS), in order to reduce the burden of disease attributable to obesity. In 2010 this was followed by specific recommendations to reduce children’s exposure to marketing of less healthy foods.² However, despite these calls, obesity and marketing of unhealthy foods remain major challenges in high income countries.³,⁴

In-premise marketing seeks to elicit impulsive, preferential consumer responses towards targeted products. This is achieved by appealing to automatic information processing and disrupting more deliberative cognitive processing mechanisms. This
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can involve increasing visual salience, increasing perceived value, creating feelings of urgency and shifting consumers’ reference frames.\(^5\) There is also evidence that the pervasiveness of food marketing in this context may act to distort perceptions of normal food purchasing behaviour, by increasing the social acceptability of targeted items and normalising purchases of larger quantities of food and drink.\(^6\) As these marketing approaches are widely utilised for unhealthy foods\(^7\)–\(^9\), they can frequently act to disrupt individuals’ capacity in their own long-term self-interests. As such, there is a strong argument to consider regulatory action, to make it easier for individuals to make intentional, rather than reflexive food choices.

Marketing strategies typically encompass a combination of four elements relating to the product, its price, promotion and placement.\(^10\) The role of price in particular is well understood, with changes in price being reliably and quantifiably associated with the elasticity of demand.\(^11\) Less clear, however, is the role and impact of in-premise advertising (e.g., in-premise signage and posters, shelf-edge signage, promotion of value, verbal prompts) and positional promotions (e.g., checkout displays, end-of-aisle displays, special island displays). These aspects of the marketing mix are often used to promote HFSS foods, with evidence suggesting they are particularly salient to young people.\(^12\)

Review-level literature on the impact of in-premise marketing is sparse and has tended to focus on price and availability.\(^13\)–\(^15\) Whilst one recent systematic review\(^13\) found moderate evidence that prominent positioning within a retail environment is associated with dietary outcomes, no prior systematic reviews have specifically investigated the impact of both in-premise advertising and positional promotion.
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across the entirety of the commercial food environment, including retail, out-of-home
(i.e., cafés, restaurants, takeaways) and online settings. The out-of-home
environment is of particular interest in this context given evidence that up to 25% of
caloric intake is consumed out of home\textsuperscript{16} and findings from store audits\textsuperscript{17} that
promotions in this sector predominantly target discretionary (i.e., foods providing little
or no nutritional benefit) and HFSS foods. Out-of-home marketing of unhealthy foods
also stands to maintain socioeconomic health inequalities as deprived areas tend to
have a greater density of, and easier accessibility to takeaway and fast-food
restaurants.\textsuperscript{18} The role of the online food environment is of increasing importance
given secular trends in shopping habits,\textsuperscript{19} which have been accelerated by the
COVID-19 pandemic.\textsuperscript{20–23} This review, therefore, aims to address the following
questions across retail, out-of-home and online shopping environments, in order to
inform the development of public policy:

1. What research evidence is available on non-price in-premise marketing (defined
for this review as: positional promotions, in-store advertising and equivalent online
promotions) of food and beverages?

2. What is the quality of the available evidence which has assessed the impact of
non-price in-premise marketing of food and beverages on consumer behaviour or
diet-related outcomes?

3. What is the impact of non-price in-premise marketing of food and beverages on
consumer behaviour (including: consumer purchasing, consumer preferences,
intention to purchase, consumer attention) or diet-related outcomes.
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Methods

The protocol for this review was registered with the International Prospective Register for Systematic Reviews (PROSPERO): CRD42020169720. The review methods and findings are reported according to PRISMA and synthesis without meta-analysis (SWiM) guidelines.

Studies were sought and included in this review where they examined an exposure or intervention which altered in-premise positioning or advertising of any food or non-alcoholic drink product in a retail, out-of-home or online setting. For the purposes of this review, in-premise positional promotions included: checkout displays, end-of-aisle displays, front of store displays and special island/bin displays. In-premise advertising promotions include shelf edge signage, in-premise posters, branded chillers, promotion of value, stand-alone offers and verbal prompts. Equivalent promotions in an online environment were considered, including pop-up prompts, front page placement and banner advertisements. Additional inclusion and exclusion criteria are detailed in Table 1.

Nine electronic databases were searched (Business Source Complete; Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials; Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews; EconLit; Emerald Insight; PsycINFO; SAGE Business Cases; Web of Science Core Collection; World Advertising Research Centre). All databases were searched from
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inception to 01 May 2020. The search strategy was developed by experienced information scientists (GA & KA) and included terms relating to “marketing”, “advertising”, “promotion”, “retail”, “out of home”, “online”, “food” and “drink” were used to identify studies that described the association between in-premise marketing and outcomes such as sales, consumer preference, customer attention, dietary quality and/or body mass index (BMI). The full search strategies used for each database are presented as supporting information (S1).

Using Covidence ©, all titles and abstracts were independently screened by two authors (LM, RW or SG) against inclusion criteria. Disagreement was resolved either via discussion or by a casting vote by a third reviewer. If it was unclear from the abstract alone whether a study was eligible for inclusion, the full text was reviewed. The full text of each potentially relevant study identified through title and abstract screening was then independently reviewed by two authors (LM, RW or SG), again with disagreement resolved via discussion or a casting vote. Exclusions at full-text review were hierarchically applied and are reported in the flow chart (Figure 1). If, following full-text review it was unclear whether a study met inclusion criteria, the corresponding author was emailed to ask for clarification. This was necessary in three cases, with two authors providing the information within four weeks. Studies were excluded as “unobtainable” where the requested information was not provided. Bibliographies of 37 existing systematic reviews were also screened for additional studies. This process identified one additional study for inclusion.

Details regarding included study characteristics (study setting, participant details, food/ drink type, exposures, outcomes) were independently extracted by two
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reviewers (LM & RW) and recorded using Covidence ©. Only results that were
deemed to be relevant to the research question were extracted during the data
synthesis process. Reviewers compared the data extracted for consistency and
discussed to reach consensus.

Quality appraisal was completed independently in duplicate (LM & RW) to determine
the risk of bias using the Effective Public Health Practice Project (EPHPP) tool. This tool assesses eight bias domains including participant selection, study design,
handling of confounders, blinding, data collection, drop-outs, intervention fidelity and
statistical analyses. Studies were graded as either weak (two or more weak
domains), moderate (one weak domain) or strong (no weak domains). Discrepancies
in overall score between the two reviewers were discussed, with discussion of
discrepant domain and individual item assessments as necessary until an overall
quality score was agreed.

Synthesis was primarily conducted by grouping eligible studies by each permutation
of setting (retail, out-of-home and online) and outcome category (sales, consumer
preference, attention, dietary quality and health status). Where studies provide
results pertinent to more than one setting, outcome, or intervention, they are
considered independently in separate syntheses. A separate grouping was
conducted on the basis of the directness of intervention evidence. This involved
grouping studies which examine the impact of changes to promotional activity
designed to actively reduce consumer responsiveness to less healthy foods. These
reflect the most direct assessment of any policies that may be put in place to attempt
to reduce population consumption of HFSS and discretionary foods. These more
direct studies are prioritised in relation to the remaining studies which reflect a relatively indirect assessment of potential policy responses in this context. Within all groupings, where available, studies identified as being at lower risk of bias were also prioritised when drawing conclusions. Furthermore, it became clear that some studies allowed the examination of in-premise advertising and/or positional promotions in isolation, whereas others were confounded by concurrent use of promotions that are outside of the scope of this review (e.g., price and availability). The presence of these ‘confounding promotions’ means we can be less certain that promotions of interest are responsible for any observed association with outcomes, therefore, in addition to prioritisation on the basis of directness and methodological quality, studies were also grouped and additionally prioritised where they allow examination of in-scope promotions in isolation (either through the study design or statistical controlling). Prioritised studies are grouped and presented earlier, and in greater detail in syntheses and are given greater weight when reaching overarching conclusions.

A meta-analysis of standardized effect size estimates was not possible due to the heterogeneity of the study designs, interventions, statistical reporting and outcomes. As such, a vote counting method based on direction of effect (as recommended in the Cochrane handbook)\textsuperscript{28,29} was used to summarise the effect direction and statistical significance of findings for each outcome and setting permutation on a per-study basis (i.e., if a study included multiple results for similar outcomes in the same setting, the results were aggregated). Per study, all relevant findings were aggregated and labelled as an increase or decrease where 70% or more were in the same direction, or inconsistent where this threshold was not met. Similarly, findings
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were labelled as statistically significant if 70% or more of the study’s relevant findings were significant at $p<.05$, non-significant if 70% or more were non-significant at $p>.05$ and inconsistent in other cases. Where multiple results of interest are reported, only those allowing the most direct examination of in-scope promotional strategies were selected (i.e., as close as possible to a comparison between two groups or conditions where the sole difference is the presence or absence of in-premise marketing). Extracted data on effect direction are reported narratively and in effect direction plots (Supporting information S2-6). Effect direction but not statistical significance was used to reach conclusions across studies, in line with Cochrane guidance.29

Results

Characteristics of included studies

Search results and the screening process are presented in Figure 1. Sixty-two studies met inclusion criteria,30–91 of which 33 present research conducted in a retail environment, 24 in an out-of-home environment and six in an online shopping environment. One study43 examined the impact of an intervention based in both retail and out-of-home contexts and as such is considered in syntheses across each of these settings below. Additional characteristics of the included studies are presented in detail in supporting information (S2-6), and are briefly summarised below.

[Insert Figure 1 about here]

Half of the included studies (31/62) present research conducted in the United States, 9 studies (15%) in the United Kingdom, 7 (11%) in the Netherlands. Eleven studies
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(18%) collected data from elsewhere in Europe, including one cross-national study. The remaining research was conducted in Australia (n=2, 3%) and Canada (n=2, 3%).

The included studies were inconsistent in their provision of information on sample size, meaning formal comparison on this basis (in terms of either number of premises, transactions or participants) was not possible. Any pertinent information available in this regard is presented in supporting information (S2-6). Information on consumers' demographic characteristics was also inconsistently reported, with very few identified studies formally assessing differential impacts of in-premise marketing across demographic groups such as age, sex or socioeconomic status.

The methodological quality of the included literature was predominantly poor, with over two thirds of the included studies (43 of 62) being assessed as weak according to the EPHPP tool. Fifteen studies (24%) were assessed as being of moderate quality, with the remaining four (6%) obtaining a strong rating. Twenty three (37%) of the included studies used a randomised, controlled design. Fifteen studies (24%) used a non-randomised controlled design, 15 (24%) an uncontrolled pre-post design and nine (15%) an observational design.

Included studies predominantly (n=48, 77%) assessed the association between in-premise marketing and sales outcomes, with these data chiefly being recorded electronically at point of sale (n=30). Other means of recording sales outcomes included participant self-report (n=7), researcher observation (n=6), collection of sales receipts (n=2), analysis of take-home panel data (n=2) and storeowner report
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Ten studies (16%) measured consumer preferences for promoted items, including three recording purchase intentions. Five studies (8%) recorded outcomes relating to consumption, via self-report (n=3), researcher observation (n=1) and weighing of plate waste (n=1). Three studies (5%) estimated participants’ macronutrient intake using self-reported food frequency questionnaires. One study (2%) assessed the association between in-premise marketing and BMI. One study (2%) recorded the association between in-premise marketing and customers’ attention. Five studies collected data in more than one outcome category (4 with two types of outcome, one with three), these studies are considered separately in each relevant synthesis below.

Twenty-three of the included studies (37%) evaluated the impact of positional promotions, with 44 (71%) evaluating types of in-premise advertising. Eleven (18%) of the included studies evaluated the impact of both of these types of promotion employed simultaneously. Six studies (10%) evaluated the impact of advertisements in an online shopping environment. The most commonly observed positional promotions include checkout placement (n=15), end-of-aisle displays (n=6) and special island displays (n=6). A wide range of in-premise advertising was observed including posters or signage (n=24), shelf labelling (n=10), text and formatting of menus (n=9) and table tents (n=3). In-premise marketing largely targeted healthier foods (n=48, 77%), with fewer included studies examining promotions targeting discretionary (n=12, 19%) or wider HFSS foods (n=8, 13%).

Eight studies were identified that explored interventions designed to reduce (rather than promote) the prominence of a product. Four of these achieved
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this via the removal of a product from prominent locations (checkouts), whilst keeping it available elsewhere within the premises.\textsuperscript{44,54,71,74} A further four studies used a displacement approach, whereby adding a product to a prominent position aims to reduce the salience of another within the display (for example aiming to reduce sales of confectionery at a checkout by introducing fruit to this location).\textsuperscript{46,60,86,91} Six studies analysed the impact of both promotional interventions seeking to increase the sales of some products and reduce the prominence of other products.\textsuperscript{44,54,60,71,86,91} Findings from these studies are considered separately in syntheses for both active promotion and restrictive or displacement interventions below.

Over half of the included studies (n=36, 58\%) allowed examination of the impact of promotions included within the scope of this review in isolation from confounding promotions. In the remaining 26 studies (42\%), the unique impact of in-scope promotions is impossible to examine in isolation from confounding promotions, the most commonly observed of which were increased product availability (12 studies), placement of a product within a shelf or aisle (7 studies), price (5 studies) and taste testing (5 studies).

Association with outcomes

Restrictive interventions Four studies\textsuperscript{44,54,71,74} investigated physical removal of products from prominent positions in a retail setting (whilst maintaining their availability elsewhere in the premises), providing a direct examination of the potential impact of restricting positional promotions. These studies are detailed in supporting information (S2) and overall all found that removal of products from checkout
displays was associated with a reduction in sales\textsuperscript{54,71,74} or an increase in reported dietary quality,\textsuperscript{44} with this association statistically significant in two studies.

The best available evidence of the impact of restrictive interventions comes from one methodologically strong study using an observational, interrupted time series design.\textsuperscript{74} This study used a nationally representative panel of around 30,000 UK households to assess, in isolation of confounding interventions, the impact of changes in national supermarket policy. The introduction of policies to remove discretionary foods from checkout displays was found to be associated with a significant \(~17\%\) reduction in purchases of these items.

*Displacement interventions* Four studies assessed the impact of in-premise marketing on sales of items that themselves are not the target of promotion (i.e., a displacement effect, for example the effect of active promotion of fruit at a checkout on sales of confectionary sold in this location) in retail\textsuperscript{46,60} and out-of-home\textsuperscript{86,91} premises (supporting information, S3). Overall, three of these\textsuperscript{46,60,91} found that prominent positioning or in-premise advertising of healthier products was associated with a reduction in sales of less healthy items (despite no change in the positioning or availability of the latter category of products). One study\textsuperscript{86} found this approach to be associated with a non-significant increase in sales of confectionery. There is little evidence of these associations being statistically significant, with only one study\textsuperscript{91} finding inconsistent evidence that an observed decrease in sales of confectionary and croissants (following promotion of fruit and bread products) was statistically significant.
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The best available evidence of displacement interventions’ impact comes from one moderate quality study, without confounding promotions. This study, using a non-randomised controlled design, found that supermarkets with checkout displays promoting fruit, vegetables, water, nut and cereal bars observed a non-significant reduction in confectionary sales, relative to control stores.

Retail promotions

Overall, evidence of in-premise marketing’s positive influence on consumer behaviour (e.g., increased sales, consumption or preferences of targeted items) was seen in 26 of 35 observed outcomes (across 33 studies, see supporting information, S4) in a retail setting, with this association significant in 9 studies. One study found evidence that a retail promotion had a non-significant negative influence on consumer behaviour (reduced sales), and eight found inconsistent evidence with respect to effect direction.

Retail promotions: Sales outcomes

Twenty-seven studies examined the effect of in-premise marketing on sales in a retail environment (supporting information, S4). Overall, 21 (78%) of these found that in-premise marketing was associated with an increase in sales (7 of which were statistically significant, 3 provided inconsistent evidence of statistical significance). Five studies found inconsistent evidence on the direction of this association, and one weak study found evidence that in-premise advertising was associated with a non-significant reduction in sales.

Two methodologically strong studies were included which assess in-premise promotions’ impact on sales in a retail setting, both allowing examination of
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Positional promotions\textsuperscript{73} or in-premise advertising\textsuperscript{70} in isolation from confounding promotions. One of these\textsuperscript{70} found that for two out of three products (olive oil and coffee) supermarket shelf labels were associated with a significant increase in sales, but for a third (flour) shelf labelling was associated with a non-significant decrease. The second study\textsuperscript{73} found that end-of-aisle displays in supermarkets were associated with a significant increase in the sales of carbonated drinks, coffee and tea.

Three studies of moderate quality\textsuperscript{68,79,90} allowed examination of positional promotions in isolation from confounding promotions. These each found that positional promotions were significantly associated with an increase in sales of promoted items. The remaining 22 studies were either of weak quality or included confounding promotions.

\textit{Retail promotions: consumption outcomes} Three studies\textsuperscript{37,40,43} of weak quality assessed the association between in-premise marketing and consumption-related outcomes in a retail environment (supporting information, S4). Two of these\textsuperscript{37,40} yielded evidence that in-premise marketing was associated with an increase in the consumption of targeted fruit and vegetables, with the third\textsuperscript{43} providing inconsistent evidence of effect direction. No evidence of statistical significance was observed in these studies, and all three included confounding promotions.

\textit{Retail promotions: attention outcomes} One weak quality study without confounding promotions\textsuperscript{57} found that colourful, branded shelf labelling promoting
carbonated soft drinks was significantly associated with an increase in consumers’ visual attention, compared to standard unbranded shelf labelling.

Retail promotions: Body Mass Index One moderate quality study without confounding promotions\textsuperscript{59} found that participants’ exposure to end-of-aisle displays, special floor displays and checkout displays was associated with an increase in body mass index. Inconsistent evidence of statistical significance was found, with this association significant for exposures to sugar sweetened beverage displays and displays of foods high in solid fats and added sugars when combined with sugar sweetened beverage displays. This association was non-significant for displays of foods high in solid fats and added sugars alone or fruit, vegetable and whole grain displays.

Retail promotions: dietary quality Three studies were included which examine the association between in-premise marketing and indices of diet quality.\textsuperscript{43,44,59} One moderate quality study\textsuperscript{59} without confounding promotions did not report effect direction, but found no significant association between end-of-aisle display, special floor display or checkout display exposure and an index of healthy eating. The remaining two studies\textsuperscript{43,44} are both methodologically weak and included confounding promotions. One of these\textsuperscript{44} observed that exposure to entrance and checkout displays was associated with a significant improvement in diet quality. The other\textsuperscript{43} found that exposure to checkout placement, in-premise signage and leaflets was not consistently associated with dietary quality, with no evidence of statistical significance observed.
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Out-of-Home Promotions

Overall, evidence of in-premise marketing’s positive influence on consumer behaviour (e.g., increased sales, consumption or preferences of targeted items) was seen in 20 of 28 observed outcomes (across 24 studies, see supporting information, S5) in an out-of-home setting, with this association being significant in 9 studies. Two studies found evidence of promotions being associated with a significant negative influence on consumer behaviour (reduced sales and consumer preference), and six found inconsistent evidence with respect to effect direction.

Out-of-Home Promotions: Sales

Eighteen studies examined the effect of in-premise marketing on sales in an out-of-home setting (supporting information, S5). Overall 16 of these (89%) found that positional promotions and/or in-premise advertising are associated with an increase in sales of promoted foods. This association was significant in eight studies, with inconsistent evidence of significance found in three studies. One methodologically weak study observed that checkout placement was associated with a significant decrease in sales of promoted foods.

The strongest evidence of the impact of in-premise marketing on sales in an out-of-home setting comes from one methodologically strong study, which does not include confounding promotions. This study observed that verbal point-of-sale prompts were associated with significant increases in sales of pancakes, orange juice and fruit juice. Two additional studies of moderate methodological quality were conducted without confounding promotions. These found that verbal prompts and in-premise posters and table tents (self-standing folded flyers) were associated
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with increases in sales of promoted items. This association was significant in one study\textsuperscript{53} with no null hypothesis significance testing conducted in the other.\textsuperscript{42}

\textbf{Out-of-Home Promotions: Consumption} Three methodologically weak studies examined the effect of in-premise marketing on consumption outcomes in an out-of-home environment.\textsuperscript{32,43,51} Two of these were conducted in the absence of confounding promotions.\textsuperscript{32,51} One of these\textsuperscript{51} provided evidence that in-premise advertising was associated with increased consumption, with the remaining studies\textsuperscript{32,43} both providing inconsistent evidence of the direction of effect. No evidence of statistical significance was found across these three studies.

\textbf{Out-of-Home Promotions: Consumer preference} Six studies assessed the association between in-premise advertising and consumer preferences in an out-of-home setting, all of which were conducted in the absence of confounding promotions. Overall, three of these\textsuperscript{47,51,81} found evidence in-premise advertising (verbal prompts, text and images on menus) are associated with increased consumption of promoted items, however this was only statistically significant in one study.\textsuperscript{81} One methodologically weak study\textsuperscript{31} found that menu imagery was associated with a significant reduction in consumer preferences of burgers and salad. The remaining two studies\textsuperscript{41,56} found inconsistent evidence of effect direction, with no indication of statistical significance.

The best available evidence of the impact of in-premise marketing on consumer preference in an out-of-home setting comes from one methodologically moderate
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This found evidence that verbal prompts are associated with a non-significant increase in consumer preferences for vegetarian meatballs.

**Out-of-Home Promotions: Dietary quality** One methodologically weak study conducted in the presence of confounding promotions found that exposure to checkout placement, in-premise signage and leaflets was not consistently associated with dietary quality, with no evidence of statistical significance observed.

**Online Promotions**

Overall, evidence of promotions’ positive influence on consumer behaviour (increased sales and increased consumer preference) was seen in two (both consumer preference) of six observed outcomes (across 6 studies, see supporting information, S6) in an online setting, with this association being significant in one (supporting information, S6). Three studies found inconsistent evidence of effect direction, and one found that online promotion was associated with a negative influence on consumer behaviour (reduced sales).

**Online Promotions: Sales** Two studies examined the impact of online promotions on sales. One methodologically moderate study found that positioning items on the first page of an online shopping environment (in the presence of other confounding promotions) was inconsistently associated with sales of targeted foods. One methodologically weak study without confounding promotions found that text prompts advising other consumers’ typical purchase quantity were associated with a reduction in sales of cookies, with inconsistent evidence of statistical significance.
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Online Promotions: Consumer preference

Four studies examined the impact of online promotions on consumer preference, all in isolation from confounding promotions. Two methodologically moderate studies found that pop-up prompts offering healthier alternatives to chosen items were associated with an increase in the likelihood that promoted healthier items were chosen. This association was significant in one study. Two methodologically weak studies found inconsistent evidence of effect direction, with one finding inconsistent evidence of statistical significance.

Discussion

This systematic review investigated the impact of positional promotions and in-premise advertising implemented in retail, out-of-home and online environments upon consumer behaviour and diet-related outcomes. Three research questions were posed, relating to the quantity, quality and observations of the available evidence, in order to inform the development of public policy.

Overall, 62 research studies were identified, published over the period 1988 to 2020, with the majority of these being published in 2011 or later (84%). The included literature was not equally distributed across the settings considered in this review, with substantially fewer studies examining the impact of promotions in an online environment. Whilst a greater quantity of evidence focused on retail and out-of-home settings, this largely examined associations between promotions and sales outcomes, with a paucity of evidence on other outcome categories (particularly consumption, attention and health outcomes). As such, conclusions that can be made about the impact of promotions in an online environment, and on non-sales effects, remain limited.
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outcomes are limited. It was also not possible to identify any potential differential impact of in-premise marketing across demographic groups, due to sparse reporting of outcomes disaggregated by these characteristics.

The majority of the included literature was methodologically poor, with even the identified randomised controlled studies largely being at high risk of bias owing to potential selection biases, sparse information on randomisation processes, an inability to blind participants or researchers to exposure and high withdrawal rates. Whilst experimental studies typically offer better quality evidence, their utility in this context may be inappropriate due to inherent limitations. Three of the four studies identified as being methodologically strong utilised an observational design. These observational studies achieve this rating according to the EPHPP tool, in part, owing to their use of large datasets pertaining to real-world customers, which helps circumvent potential issues around blinding and selection biases. The quality of these studies was further enhanced by the use of statistical adjustment of potential confounders such as demographic characteristics, time/season, and confounding promotional strategies such as price.

Four methodologically strong studies represent the best available evidence of associations with consumer outcomes, across retail and out of home settings. These predominantly found evidence that in-premise marketing was associated with increased sales of targeted items (or reduced sales where such promotions are prohibited). These studies are strengthened by their examination of in-premise marketing in isolation from confounding promotions (e.g., price or availability) which could otherwise be responsible for driving observed associations.
Further to these methodologically strong studies, the ten identified as being of moderate quality and without confounding promotions yielded similar findings. For ten of the 11 outcomes presented in these studies (6 relating to sales outcomes, 3 consumer preference, 1 BMI, 1 diet quality), evidence was found that is consistent with in-premise marketing being successful in impacting individuals’ responses to targeted foods. These findings span the three settings considered in this review, with six outcomes examined in retail settings, three out-of-home and two in online environments. Evidence of statistical significance was found for five of these 11 outcomes.

The lower quality studies that were included tended to be less consistent with respect to the observed direction of effect, which may reflect that the reported research tended to utilise smaller samples of individuals, transactions and/or premises. However across the entirety of the included studies, few found internally consistent (i.e., with 70% or more of relevant results in the same direction) evidence that in-premise marketing is associated with reduction in sales, attention, consumption or preferences, with only four methodologically weak studies observing this. One further weak study found that a displacement intervention actively promoting fruit and vegetables was associated with a non-significant increase in confectionary sales.

Reporting of quantitative metrics including effect size and confidence intervals was sparse across the included literature. This limits the possibility to make formal judgements of the consistency, precision and magnitude of observed effects. As
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such, it is impossible to formally apply GRADE\textsuperscript{92} criteria to assess the certainty of this body of evidence. The lack of sufficient information meant it was also not possible to formally assess publication bias. Very few of the included studies presented an assessment of any potential dose-response relationship between degrees of exposure to in-premise marketing and consumer outcomes, with the vast majority merely comparing the presence versus the absence of a promotional strategy. One exception in this regard is a study\textsuperscript{59} which estimated the effect of cumulative individual exposures to displays of sugar sweetened beverages, discretionary and healthy foods on BMI and dietary quality. Given the high risk of bias for the majority of the included literature, the certainty of this body of evidence as a whole is likely to be low or very low. A greater degree of certainty, however, may apply to a subset of the included literature, particularly the four studies identified as being methodologically strong.

A limitation of the included literature is the lack of evidence across all of the setting and outcome permutations considered here. The best available evidence pertains to sales data, which are only a proximal target of policy intervention in this area, with improvements in consumption and ultimately health status being preferential targets. Evidence comparing in-store purchases against 24 hour dietary recalls, however, suggests that sales outcomes do constitute a reasonable proxy of consumption behaviour.\textsuperscript{93} This may be particularly true for foods that are hedonistically pleasurable and/or convenient to consume on the go, like many discretionary products.
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A-priori sample size calculations were conducted in less than a quarter of the included studies, with fewer still reporting that an adequate sample size had been achieved (10 studies). This may mean that many of the included studies are underpowered to detect statistically significant associations between in-premise marketing and the outcomes considered. Whilst statistical significance was not used to form conclusions based on the included evidence, the utilised data on effect direction may also be compromised in terms of its precision and representativeness with smaller samples. It was also rare for the included research to make appropriate adjustments when conducting multiple tests of statistical significance, which increases the likelihood of making conclusions on the basis of spurious associations.

A further limitation of the included evidence is that prospective trial registration is particularly rare. This can allow researchers’ conscious or unconscious biases to manipulate the design, implementation and analyses of research studies, reducing the confidence that can be placed in the reported findings.94

Strengths of the methodology used to conduct this review include dual screening at all stages, and extraction of data and quality appraisal in duplicate, which increases accuracy and reduces bias in these stages. Prospective registration of the review protocol limits the extent to which the authors of this review could have introduced biases by making ad-hoc changes to the scope, methodology, synthesis or dissemination. Bibliographic databases were searched from their inception, minimising the potential for relevant literature to be omitted. Adherence to PRISMA,24 SWiM25 and Cochrane29 guidance optimises the transparency, repeatability and rigour of this review.
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Limitations of this review include that the specific content of in-premise advertisements was not assessed (e.g., dish of the day promotion, price marking, social norms, health messages). It may be the case that specific messages, or particular features of in-premise advertisements such as colours/images/sounds are more effective in highlighting promoted products. It is also possible that there are differences between individuals in terms of perception and interpretation of these characteristics, as is the case for product packaging.95,96 The precise positioning of placement interventions was also not considered, although it may be the case that displays in different locations have more reliable or larger effects on consumer behaviour. The interactive nature of the marketing mix was also not a focus of the present review. This constitutes a limitation as the impacts of a product’s packaging, price, placement and promotion on consumer behaviour are potentially synergistic. For example a pricing intervention might be expected to have a greater effect if it is both in a prominent position and accompanied by in-store advertising to highlight its price. Including only English-language publications is a further limitation as any relevant studies published in other languages have not been incorporated into the synthesis presented here.

The vote counting methodology used was based on effect direction alone28,29 and provides no information on the magnitude or precision of observed effects. Therefore it may be the case that whilst the best available evidence points to a positive influence of in-premise marketing, that these may be small effects with limited impact on population health. Contrary to this speculation, however, one of the included methodologically strong studies explicitly addresses this issue,73 and presents effect size in terms of an equivalent price change. This study found that end-of-aisle
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displays of non-alcoholic beverages are associated with an increase in sales of these products equivalent to a reduction in price of between 22% and 62%.

It is key for further research in this area to address some of the chief methodological limitations of the extant evidence base, and to fill the knowledge gaps identified by the present review. Investigations are particularly needed to determine the role and impact of non-price promotions in online shopping environments due to the increasing importance of this purchasing setting. Research is also required which goes beyond sales data outcomes and examines associations between exposures to in-premise marketing and consumption of targeted items, and ultimately health endpoints. A salient absence in the included literature is investigation of potential demographic differences in susceptibility and exposure to in-premise marketing. Analysis of the impact of in-premise marketing by age, sex and socioeconomic status would inform efforts to narrow health inequalities.

Given the inherent difficulty with which randomised controlled trials can be conducted within commercial food environments, natural experiments of real-world policy changes likely constitute an optimal research design in these settings. With appropriate linkage of datasets, routinely collected information such as hospitalisation records may be used to determine the association between exposure to in-premise marketing and non-communicable disease morbidity and mortality. There would be value in supplementing such investigations with qualitative research and analysis of process variables such as consumers’ attitudes towards targeted products and the promotions themselves to understand the mechanisms behind any changes in behaviour. In order to address the specific methodological issues in the
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extant literature, future research in this context should also prioritise prospective
registration, appropriate sample size calculations and transparency of reporting.

Implications for policy

The included literature provides a basis for appropriate authorities to consider acting
to restrict in-premise marketing of unhealthy foods, and encourage the marketing of
healthier products. When considering the stronger available evidence, the observed
promotional strategies appear to be successful in influencing consumer behaviour.
Very little evidence was retrieved that in-premise marketing was associated with
reductions in consumer response, with these findings restricted to methodologically
weak studies. Where such promotions are targeting less healthy foods, this may lead
to deterioration of population health, and vice-versa with foods that are more
nutritionally beneficial.

One methodologically strong study\textsuperscript{74} found evidence which is of direct relevance to
the development of public policy as it examines the impact of a restrictive
intervention to remove discretionary foods from supermarket checkout displays,
mirroring the potential form of national regulation in this area. Using a nationally
representative sample of around 30,000 UK shoppers, this study found evidence that
sales of discretionary foods were subject to an immediate (4 weeks after
implementation) and sustained (12 months after implementation) reduction within
supermarkets implementing policies to remove discretionary products from checkout
displays, compared to supermarkets that did not change their checkout display
policy. One further moderate quality study\textsuperscript{46} offers evidence that the prominent
positioning of healthier foods is associated with a non-significant reduction in sales of
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sugar sweetened beverages. This represents a further direct test of a potential policy option to discourage population intake of less healthy products.

Conclusion

Whilst the methodological quality of the included English-language evidence was predominantly poor, the best available evidence points to non-price in-premise marketing’s efficacy in eliciting the intended behavioural responses. The better-quality evidence predominantly pertains to sales outcomes in retail and out-of-home settings, with a relative paucity of evidence identified on the role of point-of-purchase promotions in online settings and for non-sales outcomes.
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